Parkes High School PDHPE
Discipline Policy

Positive Consequences

Practical lessons: Full uniform, good behaviour and great effort
= 1 Merit recorded on teacher roll.

Theory Lessons: All equipment, good behaviour and great effort
= 1 Merit recorded on teacher roll.

4 merits recorded consecutively in the teachers roll will result in a
commendation in the student’s diary.

5 PDHPE commendations in a term will result in a positive letter sent
home at the end of the term.

Negative Consequences

- Practical and theory lessons:
  - Classroom teacher warning
  - Notice of detention – can be worked off throughout the lesson
  - RISC Entry – sent to Head Teacher if serve enough
  - PDHPE behaviour monitoring sheet
  - Parent/ guardian contacted by PDHPE letter or phone call.

At any time your classroom Teacher /Head Teacher can contact parents via phone or letter.